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Abstract This short article describes two kernel algo-
rithms of the regression function estimation. One of them is
called HASKE and has its own heuristic of the h parameter
evaluation. The second is a hybrid algorithm that connects
the SVM and HASKE in such a way that the definition of
the local neighborhood is based on the definition of the
h-neighborhood from HASKE. Both of them are used as
predictors for time series.
Keywords Time series prediction  Support vector
machine  Kernel estimators  Non-parametric regression
1 Introduction
Estimation of the regression function is one of the basic
problems that deals with the discipline called machine
learning [22, 26]. The aim of the evaluation of regression
function is to find some dependencies between variables in
the observed dataset. Sometimes these relations can be
overt like the dependence between the current intensity and
the voltage in the linear element (Ohm’s law), but in many
cases this dependence is hidden or difficult to notice.
There are two main groups of methods of the regression
function estimation: parametrical and non-parametrical
methods. Parametrical methods can be described as models
with a well-defined functional form with finite number of
free parameters, and which values must be established.
Usually some optimization criterion is defined and values
that optimize it are admitted as ‘‘proper’’. The parametrical
model can also be written in the following way:
ey ¼ f ðx; hÞ ð1Þ
where ey is the estimator of the variable y, x is the inde-
pendent variable and h is the vector of the model
parameters.
Methods from the second group are also described by
some free parameters, but the equation of the value esti-
mator should not be concerned as the description of the
variable’s behavior. Non-parametric estimators do not
make any assumptions about the functional form of
dependencies between independent and dependent vari-
ables. In other words, non-parametric estimator approxi-
mates values, but does not try to explain the nature of the
dependence. This leads to the general form of the non-
parametric estimator:
ey ¼ f ðxÞ ð2Þ
where the function f is unknown and is the object of the
research.
Very common non-parametric regression function esti-
mators are spline functions [4, 9], radial basis functions
[13], additive (and generalized additive) models [12], the
LOWESS algorithm [3] or kernel estimators [17, 28] with
support vector machines [1].
The specific kind of data—time series—can be analyzed
by the usage of typical methods like autoregressive models,
decomposition method or the Fourier analysis. As it will be
shown in this article, kernel methods can also be useful as a
time series prediction tool, although some standard parts of
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algorithms should be changed (the method of the smooth-
ing parameter h evaluation [16].
In this article, author describes two new kernel methods of
the time series prediction and both of them are based on the
certain regression function estimation. The first method—a
kernel estimator HASKE—is described based on the Nada-
raya–Watson kernel estimator, but can also be based on other
estimators from this group. This estimator applies the new
adaptive method of smoothing parameter evaluation, using
the definition of the h-neighborhood. This new method
avoids the big estimation error in a case, where there are no
training objects in the neighborhood of the test object. The
algorithm is specially designed for time series with the vis-
ible periodic dependence between past and present values
that is often determined by the nature of the time series. The
results of HASKE algorithm are compared with other kernel
estimators and the well-known decomposition method.
The second kernel predictor—called the HKSVR—is a
hybrid algorithm that connects the mentioned group of
kernel estimators and the support vector machine. It com-
bines the adaptive definition of the test point neighborhood
from HASKE with advantages of the support vector
machine regression, but should not be considered as the
extension of HASKE. The HKSVR is especially designed
for the time series for which we cannot point the easy
interpretable dependence between past and present values.
As the HKSVR can be classified as the local support vector
regression, its results are compared with that of the support
vector machine.
Both algorithms were widely presented in the CORES
conference [16].
2 Non-parametric estimators of the regression function
2.1 Kernel estimators
Kernel estimators are the simplest and probably the clearest
examples of non-parametric estimators. For example, the













where ef ðxÞ means the estimator of the f(x) value, n is a
number of train pairs (x, y), K is a kernel function and h the
smoothing parameter. This estimator assumes that
independent (X) and dependent (Y) variables are random
variables and the value of the regression function is an
approximation of the conditional expected value of the
dependent variable Y upon the condition, that the
independent variable X took the value x:
ef ðxÞ ¼ EðY jX ¼ xÞ ð4Þ
But more simple interpretation may sound that the esti-
mator of the value f(x) is the weighted average of observed
values yi. Similar kernel estimators are Gasser–Muller [11],
Priestley–Chao [27], Stone–Fan [7].
The function must meet some criterions [19] to be used
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One of the most popular is the Epanechnikov kernel [6]:
KðxÞ ¼ 3
4
1  x2 Ið1\x\1Þ ð5Þ
where I(A) means the indicator of the set A. Other popular
kernel functions are presented in the Table 1.
The second step in creating the kernel estimator is the
selection of the smoothing parameter h. As it is described
in [20] and [25], the selection of h is more important than
the selection of the kernel function. Small values of h cause
the estimator to fit data too much. Big values of the
parameter h lead the estimator to oversmooth dependencies
in the analyzed set.
The most popular method for the evaluation of the
parameter h is the analysis of the approximation of the




½efhðxÞ  f ðxÞ2 dx
 
ð6Þ
The MISE can be expressed also as the sum of
integrated variance (IV) and integrated squared bias (ISB):
MISEðhÞ ¼
Z
Var efhðxÞ dx þ
Z
Bias2 efhðxÞ dx ð7Þ













Table 1 Popular kernel functions
Uniform KðxÞ ¼ 1
2
Ið1\x\1Þ
Triangular K(x) = (1 - |x|) I(- 1 \ x \ 1)
Biweight KðxÞ ¼ 15
16
ð1  u2Þ Ið1\x\1Þ
Gaussian KðxÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p expu2=2
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Optimization of the MISE in respect of h gives:





The value of the expression rK
4 depends on the kernel
function K, but the value of R(f(x)) is unknown, so it is
often replaced by some estimators. It leads to the following
expression:
h0 ¼ 1:06 minðer; eR=1:34Þn15 ð12Þ
Details of derivations can be found in [20]. More advanced
methods of h evaluation can be found in [7, 10, 23–25].
2.2 Support vector machines
Support vector machines (SVM) were defined in [1] and
later in [18, 26].
Although it was invented as a classification tool, SVM
is also used for the regression problem [5]. In the linear
version of this method, the estimated function f(x) is
the linear combination of the vector of independent
variables:
ef ðxÞ ¼ w0x þ w0 ð13Þ
defining also a margin e as a precision of the estimation.
To avoid the overfitting of the regression function some
slack variables ni; n

i are also introduced. All these
assumptions lead to the definition of the vector w, that
should minimize the following criterion (n is the number
of training objects):










yi  wxi  w0  e þ ni








The constant C [ 0 determines the trade-off between the
flatness of ef and the amount up to which deviations larger
than e are tolerated [21].
For each train object the pair of the Lagrange multipliers
ai; ai are obtained. Then, the value of the regression











ðai  ai Þxi ð17Þ
w0 ¼ w0ðxr þ xsÞ=2 ð18Þ
and where xr and xs are support vectors (the notion
explained in the next paragraph).
Now it is noticeable that not all of the training vectors
take part in the evaluation of the regression value. Only
vectors xi which Lagrange parameters ai  ai [ 0 influ-
ence the result and these vectors are called support vectors.
There also exists the non-linear version of SVM and it
differs in such a way that the scalar product of two vectors
is replaced by the function that performs the corresponding
product in higher-dimensional space. Detailed calculations
can be found in [21].
This model of the support vector regression (SVR) is the
global one, but there are also a number of its local modi-
fications [8, 14].
3 The modification of the data space
Typical time series data can be described as the set of pairs
(t, xt), where t is the time variable and x is the observed
variable. For the purpose of kernel time series prediction a
small transformation of the data space must be performed.
Let us assume that there is a parameter pm 2 N defining the
maximal prediction horizon that is our interest. Then, the
original set of pairs (t, xt) is transformed to the set of pairs
ðxt; xtþpmÞ. This transformation decreases the number of
pairs from n in the original dataset to n - pm in the
transformed data.
Figure 1 shows the same time series in original data
space and in the modified one. This series is taken from [2]
and is marked as G.
The G series describes the increase in the number of
American airlines passengers per month (in thousands)
between 1949 and 1960. From its nature it is intuitive to set
pm equal to 12.
The transformation of the time series modifies the task
of the time series prediction and leads to the estimation of
the regression function in the modified space. The predic-
tion of the value of the time series in the moment t (xt) is
equivalent to the evaluation of the value of the regression
function for the argument xtpmðef ðxtpmÞÞ:
It is typical that time series are not divided into train and
test subsets. The predictor is trained on the basis of the
historical data and verified on the basis of the present data.
If the maximal interesting prediction horizon is pm and the
historical data are from x1 to xk it is suitable to verify the
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prediction model in the following way: observations x1 to
xkpm become the train set and the rest becomes the test set.
In the modified space, the division into train and test set
comes in the analogical way. The whole dataset is the set of
pairs fðx1; x1þpmÞ; ðx2; x2þpmÞ; . . .; ðxnpm ; xnÞg: Then, last
pm pairs should become the test set and rest the train set:
train ¼ fðx1; x1þpmÞ; ðx2; x2þpmÞ; . . .; ðxn2pm ; xnpmÞg
test ¼ fðxn2pmþ1; xnpmþ1Þ; ðxn2pmþ2; xnpmþ2Þ; . . .;
ðxnpm ; xnÞg
Some adaptive algorithms need also a special subset of
train data called tune set. The algorithm procedures
evaluate adaptive parameters on the reduced train set and
verify them on the tune set. The division of the train set
into the smaller train set and the tune set is performed as
the division of the dataset into the train and tune set—last
pm pairs of the train set become the tune set. The result of
the double division can be simply defined as follows:
train ¼ fðx1; x1þpmÞ; ðx2; x2þpmÞ; . . .; ðxn3pm ; xn2pmÞg
tune ¼ fðxn3pmþ1; xn2pmþ1Þ; ðxn3pmþ2; xn2pmþ2Þ; . . .;
ðxn2pm ; xnpmÞg
test ¼ fðxn2pmþ1; xnpmþ1Þ; ðxn2pmþ2; xnpmþ2Þ; . . .;
ðxnpm ; xnÞg
4 Problems with the typical kernel prediction
As it was mentioned in Sect. 2.1 kernel estimators need
two significant elements: kernel function and the smooth-
ing parameter. The choice of the kernel function is not as
significant as the choice of the smoothing parameter. The
simplest formula of the optimal h value is the Eq. 12. we
need to evaluate it on the basis of the train set. In this case
we do not need the tune set, so we can treat the sum of the
train and tune set as the train set.
The simple experiment of prediction of 12 values of the
G series, with the usage of Nadaraya–Watson kernel estimator
(3), shows the basic problem of the kernel time series pre-
diction. In Table 2 some estimated values are zero what
causes very big prediction error (values typed with bold font).
It occurs when the denominator of Eq. 3 equals zero and
it makes the division unrealizable. It means also that there
is no pair of train and test values that Kðxtrain; xtestÞ[ 0:
This situation is easier to describe if we define the notion of
h-neighborhood.
The set hxi is the h-neighborhood of the test point xi if
and only if it satisfies the condition:








From this point of view we can say that the big prediction
error is caused by the empty h-neighborhood of some test
points. It may seem correct to increase the support of the
kernel function by the increase of the smoothing parameter
value. However, from the other hand we know that
increasing the value may cause the other unwanted
effect—the oversmoothing. The algorithm that gives us a
compromise between the non-empty h-neighborhood and the
oversmoothing is the HASKE algorithm, described in Sect. 5.






















Fig. 1 The same series in two
data spaces
Table 2 The result of 12 values predicted by Nadaraya–Watson
t xt efNW ðxt12Þ absolute error
I 60 417 389 28
II 60 391 377 14
III 60 419 448 29
IV 60 461 442 19
V 60 472 451 21
VI 60 535 514 21
VII 60 622 0 622
VIII 60 606 0 606
IX 60 508 501 7
X 60 461 449 12
XI 60 390 390 0
XII 60 432 447 15




Performing time series prediction as the kernel estimation
of the regression function may meet the problem of empty
h-neighborhood for test objects. It occurs that typical
algorithms of smoothing parameter evaluation fail in
respect to time series prediction. Results of experiments—
some of them are shown in Table 2—suggest to modify the
value of smoothing parameter in such a way that for every
test object its h-neighborhood would be non-empty.
Heuristic Adaptive Smoothing Parameter Kernel Esti-
mator Algorithm (HASKE) solves the mentioned problem.
The solution is the set of two parameters l and a. Each of
them depend on the given time series, but only the first
of them is connected with the problem of the empty
h-neighborhood. For the given time series its training part
is divided into two separate subsets: train and tune. Then
the Nadaraya–Watson kernel estimator is trained with
respect to the value of the l, and the error of the tune set
prediction is observed. The value that gives the lowest
prediction error on the tune set is chosen as the optimal
value of the l parameter.
HASKE, like other mentioned kernel estimators, is not
defined for typical time series space (pairs of observation
and time stamp: (t, xt)), but requires the transformation to
the new space with clearly defined dependent and inde-
pendent variables. The typical form of transformation is
definition of the time interval Dt, that implies the new set of
pairs of observation ðxt; xtþDtÞ. This assumption requires
setting the Dt value, that is usually prediction horizon or the
strongest time series period length. HASKE should not be
applied when Dt is hard to determine or when the correla-
tion between dependent and independent variables is low.
5.2 Definition
Let us define the l parameter that modifies kernel regres-














It means that the original value of the smoothing parameter
is multiplied by the l value. The new value of smoothing
parameter will be written as hl = lh. Now we can start to
increase the l value and observe the error on the test set.
The result of this simple experiment on the G series is
shown on Fig. 2. First two steps down are connected with
the fact that the h-neighborhood for some test point
becomes non-empty. Increasing the l value further causes
the effect of oversmoothing.
It is very important to set the question: How far shall we
increase the l parameter? If we do it in an arbitrary way it
may occur that this method gives more damage than
profits. This value should be data dependent, so we should
evaluate it in the adaptive way. That is why the train set
was divided into the smaller train and the tune set. We can
observe from Fig. 2 how the tune set prediction error
changes by the action of l changes.
To assure the independence of the l value from the
phase of the time series period, it is evaluated as the
median of li values, evaluated for every phase of the series
period. The phase as itself is considered by the author as
the following notion: let us consider the time series
determined by the values from t0 to tk and the prediction
horizon pm. For the assumed prediction horizon pm it is
possible to define M = pm phases, with indices ph ¼
0; 1; . . .; M  1; as experiments that are defined as the
prediction of pm values on the basis of values from t0 to
tk-ph.
Let us assume that rmse(t, p, h) is the prediction error of
p consecutive time series values, from the time interval
[t ? 1, t ? p], with the usage of the h smoothing parameter
value. If pm means the maximal interesting prediction
horizon then the formula of the adaptive l value will
become:
l ¼ medfarg min
l
rmseðt  i; pm; h  lÞ;
i ¼ 0; 1; . . .; pmax  1g ð21Þ
The final l value is 2.4 and the three-dimensional chart
is shown in Fig. 3 which shows the dependence of the
prediction error on the phase of the period and the l value.
It is also worth to see the quality of the solution against the
background of the error on the test set. Figure 4 shows the
same dependence as that of Fig. 2. The solid line represents
how the prediction error depends on the value of the l
parameter. There is a local minimum at l = 1.5. The point
indicates the result of adaptive l parameter evaluation and












Fig. 2 Dependence the RMSE on l
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it is easy to notice that the error obtained with the
adaptively obtained value is not significantly higher than
the global minimal prediction error.
As we see in Fig. 4, the heuristic of l parameter eval-
uation avoids the effect of empty h-neighborhoods. On the
other hand, this heuristic also cause a small effect of
oversmoothing. That is why another adaptive parameter
should be defined—it is called underestimation. The
underestimation a of the real value y, when its estimator is
ey is defined as follows:
a ¼ ey
y
In this case we can use the tune set again and evaluate the
underestimation after the adaptive value of l was obtained.
The final underestimation is assumed as the median of all
underestimations on the tune set:
a ¼ med ai; i ¼ 1; . . .; pm
If the error is symmetric (its mean value is nearly zero)
then a is almost 1 and does not improve the prediction
result, but if the error is not symmetric, the usage of this
parameter gives better results. From the other hand, if the
error is not symmetric, we can observe the underestimation
(overestimation) of the predicted value, as the alpha
becomes different from one. If a becomes bigger than 1
then it means that predicted values are higher than real
ones. Therefore, it suggests to decrease the predicted val-
ues with the fraction equals a. If a becomes lower than 1 it
means that predicted values are lower than real ones, so it
suggests to increase predicted values with the same
fraction.
Table 3 shows the influence of the parameters l and a
on the prediction error. It also shows the results of pre-
diction of the last period of G series with the usage of
Nadaraya–Watson estimator (NW), HASKE only with
the l parameter evaluated (HASKEl) and full HASKE
(HASKEl,a).
Including l and underestimation a to the final prediction
formula we obtain:















All the steps of HASKE algorithm can be described as
follows:
1. Define the maximal interesting prediction horizon pm.
2. Transform time series from the (t, xt) space to the
ðxk; xkþpmÞ space.
3. Split the obtained set of pairs into the train and tune
set. Last pm pairs of the initial set become the tune set,
the rest remain in the train set.
4. Define the maximum value of l (lmax) and the step of
the l increase (Dl). Then, for each phase of the
prediction horizon ph ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .; pm  1 do the
following:
• For i = 1 to i ¼ lmax1Dl observe the prediction error



















Fig. 3 Dependence the RMSE on l and the period phase












Fig. 4 Dependence the RMSE on l with the heuristic obtained value
Table 3 The improvement of prediction obtained with the usage of l
and a in HASKE
t xt NW(xt-12) HASKElðxt12Þ HASKEl;aðxt12Þ
I 60 417 389 382 411
II 60 391 377 367 395
III 60 419 448 421 453
IV 60 461 442 412 444
V 60 472 451 437 471
VI 60 535 514 493 531
VII 60 622 0 553 595
VIII 60 606 0 555 598
IX 60 508 501 487 524
X 60 461 448 421 454
XI 60 390 390 383 412
XII 60 432 447 420 452
RMSE 275.26 37.39 17.18
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• Select the minimal value of the phase prediction
error rmseph. The argument lph is the argument of
the minimal rmseph value.
5. The median of lph; ph ¼ 0; 1; . . .; pm  1 values
becomes the l value.
6. Find underestimations of all tune objects, as the result
of the prediction with the usage of l value and take
median of them as the a value.
7. Perform the HASKE prediction as in Eq. 22.
6 The HKSVR estimator
6.1 Background
The support vector regression model described in Sect. 2 is
a global one. There is also a number of its modifications
that use a local learning paradigm. The algorithm presented
in [8] uses kNN as a local training set. The other algorithm
says that the value of the  parameter depends on local
covariance matrix (Ri), calculated on the basis of training
points from the neighborhood of point xi [14].
The heuristic of the smoothing parameter evaluation,
presented with the HASKE algorithm, gives more appro-
priate definition of the test point neighborhood because it
makes it possible to reduce the time series prediction error.
It is worth to check, whether that new definition of
neighborhood improves the results of the support vector
regression for time series.
The Hybrid, Kernel and Support Vector Regression
algorithm (HKSVR) combines the kernel regression (con-
sidered as Nadaraya–Watson estimator or similar) and
SVM regression. Initial step of the algorithm determines
the neighborhood of train objects for each test point. Sec-
ond step performs support vector regression for the test
point on the basis of its train neighbors.
Similarly, as HASKE, the HKSVR performs prediction as
the estimation of the regression function in the modified
space. That means that the value of the parameter that
defines the transformation is necessary. As distinguished
from HASKE, the HKSVR is designed for prediction of time
series, where it is hard to point their period length. The
length of the time series period may be determined with the
usage of the Fourier transformation.
It is important to notice that the HKSVR usefulness
depends on the correlation of data in modified space. Usage
of the HKSVR brings the prediction improvement if the
correlation is significant (close to one).
6.2 Definition
As it was mentioned in the previous section, this paper
describes the new local estimator. It is based on the
h-neighborhood definition and its adaptive evaluation, but is
not the extension of HASKE. First step of the algorithm is
the choice of the parameter d that defines the transformation
of the time series from its original space to the space defined
in Sect. 3 As it was mentioned in Sect. 1, the HKSVR is
dedicated for time series with ‘‘hidden’’ dependence
between its previous values. The parameter d, that deter-
mines the transformation to the modified space, does not
have to be connected with the maximal interesting predic-
tion horizon and that is why the other denotation is used.
The d value can be evaluated with the usage of the Fourier
analysis and d is the length of one of the harmonics.
In the second step, all data are divided into train, tune
and test set. Then the adaptive value of the l parameter is
evaluated, as it is performed in the HASKE algorithm. After
that, for every test object its hl-neighborhood is determined
and becomes the train set for the support vector regression.
Finally, the prediction is performed as the local SVR.
More detailed steps of the HKSVR algorithm are as
follows:
1. Split train data into the tune set and the smaller train
set.
2. Evaluate smoothing parameter h in the standard way
(for example Eq. 12).
3. Find values of the l and a as it takes place in the
HASKE algorithm for the task of prediction of the tune
set.
4. For every test object:
(a) find its hl-neighborhood (Eq. 19) in the whole
train set—it becomes the train set for the SVR,
(b) learn the support vector machine,
(c) find the value for the test object as the result of
local support vector regression,
(d) divide the result by the underestimation (a).
7 Time series prediction
All algorithms were performed on synthetic and real data.
Besides, all of experiments corresponded to the rule of
unbiased prediction. This rule assumes that the prediction
value is equal to the expected value of the predicted ran-
dom variable. It is required that expected value of the
difference between the predicted random variable and
the prediction value leads to zero with the increase of the
amount of the training data [30].
As the measure of ex post prediction error the Root
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where k is the number of objects in the test set or the
maximal interesting prediction horizon.
7.1 HASKE results
Four time series were used for experiments with the
HASKE algorithm. Two of them, marked as G and E are the
real ones, taken from [2]. The first one describes monthly
number of passengers, flying international airlines in USA
between January 1949 and December 1960. The second
one represents the yearly number of sunspots between 1700
and 1991. The remaining two series are synthetic ones,
defined in the following way:








þ 11 þ ;
x ¼ 1; 2; . . .; 150 ð24Þ
NðxÞ ¼ TðxÞ þ 8 sin 2px
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 
þ ; x ¼ 1; 2; . . .; 80 ð25Þ





2x x [ 40

ð26Þ
and  is the uniform noise on the interval [-0.5, 0.5].
The HASKE algorithm was compared with three kernel
estimators: Stone–Fano (SF), Gasser–Muller (GM), Nada-
raya–Watson (NW), and the decomposition method [15].
Models with linear and exponential trends were considered
and additive and multiplicative models were also checked.
The comparison of eight models (four of the decomposition
method) is shown in the Table 4 (best results are type with
bold font). For every series the prediction of the one full period
was performed. The prediction error (RMSE) was calculated.
7.2 The HKSVR results
The hybrid model, connecting HASKE and the SVR, was
used as a financial time series prediction tool for the
Warsaw stock index WIG20 closing values (WIG 20,
2007). Sample of this series was taken from 10 April 2003
to 23 July 2007 and is shown in Fig. 5.
Additionally, the rate of return time series was calcu-
lated. The rate of return of the time series x(t) was defined
as:
rxðtÞ ¼ xt  xt1
xt1
ð27Þ
and the corresponding time series was marked as rWIG20.
The prediction horizon p varied from 1 to 10 days. The
d parameter was evaluated as the length of the nth maximal
harmonic of the Fourier transformation. The length of the
first harmonic for time series was comparable to the length
of the time series. As a result of this fact, the first harmonic
length was not considered as the value of the d parameter.
The results of the experiment for the WIG20 series,
showing the dependence of the estimation error improve-
ment, rounded to the integer value, are shown in Table 5.
The improvement is defined as the difference between the
SVR error and the HKSVR error.
These results are also statistically described. Table 6
shows the average prediction improvement and its standard
deviation. The averaging took place through nine consid-
ered Fourier harmonics as the basis of the d-based time
series transformation.
The character of the prediction improvement can be
more visible with the definition of the q coefficient, that is
the quotient of the average prediction improvement and its
standard deviation. Observing the value of that coefficient
may help to decide whether the usage of the HKSVR
Table 4 Comparison of the decomposition method, kernel estimators and HASKE
Decomposition SF GM NW HASKE
Trend Exp. Lin.
Model Add. Mult. Add. Mult.
M series 13.36 23.23 28.47 33.68 31.24 58.53 42.77 8.74
N series 21.99 50.69 33.65 49.22 43.81 75.30 49.09 4.6
G series 40.32 26.60 64.63 68.52 139.01 475.64 275.26 17.18
E series 72.06 77.72 72.56 77.57 33.66 301.30 33.37 36.76












Fig. 5 WIG20 time series
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improves the prediction or not. The higher the positive
values the higher is the improvement.
Table 7 shows the q values of the WIG20 and rWIG20
time series prediction improvement compared. All positive
values of the q are bold and mean that the usage of the
HKSVR gave the prediction improvement.
It can be noticed that the improvement of the rate of
return time series prediction decreased significantly.
Majority of positive q values became negative.
7.3 q coefficient normalization and results
interpretation
The definition of the q parameter causes that it is not
normalized to the [0,1] interval and original q values are
from the [-?, ?] interval. The assumption of the nor-
malization formula Q(q) is as follows:
• Q(q) = 0 is the asymptotic worst value and corre-
sponds to q = -?
• Q(q) = 1 is the asymptotic best value and corresponds
to q = ?
• Q(q) [ (-?, 0.5) corresponds to prediction worsening
• Q(q) [ (0.5,?) corresponds to prediction improvement
• Q(q) = 0.5 means that there is no improvement and it
corresponds to q = 0
• 1 - Q(-q) [ Q(q), for q[ 0, that for small |q| values
the worsening has stronger influence on the Q value
that the improvement (for example: Q(0.01) = 0.51
and Q(-0.01) = 0.3).
Most of these assumptions are satisfied by the sigmoid
unipolar function:
QðqÞ ¼ 1
1 þ ebq ð28Þ
with b [ (0, 1]. Figure 6 shows the Q(q) for three values
of b: b = 0.1 (solid line) b = 0.2 (dashed line) and
b = 0.4 (dot–dashed line).
We may see that the constant value of b causes that the last
condition for Q function is not fulfilled. But we also see that
the value b = 0.4 seems to be proper for q [ (-?, 0) and
the value b = 0.1 seems to be proper for q [ (0, ?). If we
define values b- for q [ (-?, 0) and b? for q [ (0,?), the
b(q) can be also the sigmoid unipolar function, with a small
modification:
bðqÞ ¼ b  bþ
1 þ eq þ b ð29Þ
Table 5 The dependence of the WIG20 estimation accuracy increase on the prediction horizon and the harmonic
nth Maximal harmonic Prediction horizon p
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
2 -91 -40 -124 -117 -53 -149 -25 25 3 1
3 -1 23 6 14 4 14 91 45 19 16
4 -298 13 40 25 11 69 48 19 -8 -41
5 -46 112 -19 -17 -11 -10 -24 -27 -20 -47
6 -44 -24 3 17 26 21 40 0 -146 -11
7 -13 4 -34 -28 6 -2 -5 -4 0 0
8 -2 3 0 -11 266 208 189 136 104 102
9 -33 -49 403 347 -6 0 0 0 0 0
10 114 152 -143 0 0 -85 0 0 0 0
Table 6 Statistical description of the WIG20 estimation improvement with the usage of the HKSVR model
Horizon 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Avg -45.9 21.7 14.6 25.6 26.9 7.4 35.0 21.7 -5.4 2.3
SD 109.6 67.6 158.0 127.7 92.4 98.7 69.2 47.7 63.9 42.9
Table 7 The q coefficient values for WIG20 and rWIG20 series
p 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
qWIG20 -2.4 3.1 10.8 5.0 3.4 13.4 2.0 2.2 -11.9 18.9
qrWIG20 -4.9 -1.6 -1.3 -1.8 -2.6 3.6 23.9 -2.1 4.9 -4.3
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The b- parameter describes the decrease of the Q function
for q values smaller than 0 and the b? parameter describes
the increase of the Q function for q values greater than 0.
Applying Eq. (29) to Eq. (28) we finally obtain:
QðqÞ ¼ 1
1 þ eq bþb1þeq þbð Þ
ð30Þ
Figure 7 shows the function Q(q) (black dotted line) and
b(q) (black solid line) for specified values of ‘‘betas’’.
Table 8 shows normalized Q values of prediction
improvement for 10 prediction horizons and for both
time series. Values that mean the positive effect of
using the HKSVR instead of the SVR are marked in bold
font.
These results may be surprising. But it is worth to
remind that the HKSVR model bases on the HASKE esti-
mator and this estimator is trying to find the regression
function in the modified space (strongly connected with the
analyzed time series). In this case, when the points in the
modified space exhibit a correlation (more specifically:
there is a correlation between the dependent and indepen-
dent variable), the kernel estimator is able to approximate
the regression function.
So let us examine correlations between the dependent
and independent variables in the HKSVR model for dif-
ferent prediction horizons and for the following harmonics
(from 2nd to 10th). Tables 9 and 10 show how the corre-
lation of dependent and independent variables changes
depending on the prediction horizon and the harmonic
(hi: the ith highest Fourier harmonic).
We see that the WIG20 series has significant correlation
in the modified space and high values of correlation do not
depend on the used order of the harmonic that defines the
translation value d. Analogous correlations for the rWIG20
series are insignificant (very close to zero). So it should be
claimed that the usage of the HASKE estimator and the
HKSVR model is justified in cases where the correlation
between the dependent and independent variables is
significant.















Fig. 6 Q(q) function for several values of b















Fig. 7 Q(q) and b(q) functions for b- = 0.4 and b? = 0.1
Table 8 The Q coefficient values for WIG20 and rWIG20 series
p 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Q (WIG20) 0.29 0.59 0.75 0.62 0.59 0.79 0.57 0.57 0.01 0.87
Q (rWIG20) 0.12 0.36 0.39 0.34 0.27 0.60 0.92 0.32 0.62 0.15
Table 9 Correlations for the WIG20 time series in the modified space
p 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
h2 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.91
h3 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
h4 0.94 0.94 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97
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8 Summary
The article describes two new algorithms of the time series
prediction. Both of them belong to the group of non-para-
metric methods and base on new definitions of neighborhood
and locality. The prediction problem is brought to the esti-
mation of the regression function in the modified data space.
The first algorithm (HASKE) defines the notion of
h-neighborhood and helps to avoid the effect of its
emptiness. Two required parameters of this algorithm are
calculated adaptively with the usage of train and tune sets.
The results of HASKE were compared with the results of
the kernel regressor and the decomposition method. This
algorithm is designed for time series that have well-defined
time dependency (the value of the period is easy to inter-
pret) like it is in the case of the G series (amount of
passenger has the 12-month period). On the basis of this
value the transformation to the new space is performed.
Moreover, the data in the modified space should have
significant correlation. If this condition is not fulfilled, the
result of HASKE may not be satisfactory. It can be
observed in the case of the results for E series prediction.
Second model (the HKSVR) is the local hybrid connection
of the SVR and HASKE. It was tested on the real financial
data. Generally, this algorithm is correct for time series that
do not have the dominating period. That is the reason, why
the other methods are used to find the value that defines the
transformation of time series to the new space, for example
the Fourier transformation. The algorithm improves the
prediction for the short time horizons, excluding the next
value prediction. Applicability of this model depends on the
data correlation in the modified space. The normalized cri-
terion Q [ (0, 1) describing the improvement of prediction
was used as a comparison tool. Values higher than 0.5
indicate that the usage of the HKSVR was appropriate.
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Table 10 Correlations for the rWIG20 time series in the modified space
p 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
h2 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03
h3 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
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